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Two-room apartment, 51 sqm, Ugorek

Price

427 000 zł
8 373 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Ugorek

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

51.00 m2 2 1 1 3

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Lift
 Balcony

Mint Property presents a two-room apartment with an area of 
51 sqm located on ul. Ugorek.

The apartment is located on the third floor of an eight-story renovated
building with a lift from the 1960s and consists of the following rooms:

Living room with kitchenette
Bedroom with wardrobe
Bathroom
Hall

Additionally, the property includes a balcony and a storage room.

The rooms have panels on the floors, tiles in the kitchen, hall and
bathroom. In 2010, the installations were replaced. The kitchen,
bathroom and dressing room are furnished.

Last year, the gas installation in the block was replaced, and soon "hot
tap water" from the municipal water supply will be launched. Currently,
the bathroom has a candleless Junkers gas stove, with a thermostat
precisely regulating the water temperature.

The apartment is very bright and warm, with a one-sided south-west
site. The windows overlook beautiful trees which, together with the
large distance between the blocks, guarantee privacy. There is a
parking lot for residents under the block. It is also possible to rent a
space in one of the two nearby car parks belonging to the Cooperative:
an open-air car park and a multi-storey car park.

The administrative rent is approx. PLN 360 and includes CO, water,
garbage, tax, repair fund and maintenance of the lift. Electricity and gas
wz. The flat has a cooperative ownership right (resources of the Housing
Cooperative "UGOREK"), there is also a land and mortgage register.

 

Location:

The apartment, despite the proximity to the city center, is located in a
quiet area (surrounded by well-kept greenery and gardens) with very
good access to commercial and service infrastructure (including two
clinics, primary and secondary school, several kindergartens, nursery,
post office, greengrocer, bakery , bakery). Nearby are the Krakow
Perpetual Sports Club, Park Lotników and Park AWF.

The apartment is located in a
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